
Congratulations on entering the BGSL youth umpire program, and for completing your Umpire I requirements. As you 

begin to prepare for Umpire II, you will need to become familiar with two additional rules references – the Souhegan 

Valley local league rules and the Babe Ruth national rules. These two documents will guide you through the rest of the 

BGSL umpire program. 

Becoming game eligible 

Before progressing to Umpire II, you need to do three things: 

 Complete all on-field requirements for Umpire I 

 Review the Souhegan Valley and national rules 

 Take, submit, and pass the Umpire II exam. This, and subsequent exams, can cover the whole national and local 

rulebooks. The intent is to focus new umpires on key rules that arise most often, not obscure ones; pay close attention 

to any sections or rules highlighted below. The test is also designed to help you get familiar with the rule book, not to 

confuse you – each question will give you hints about where to look for the answer. 

The Souhegan Valley local rules 

Every league that is part of the Babe Ruth national system is allowed to create its own local rules where it chooses; any 

rules not changed locally will then follow the national guidelines. 

The Souhegan Valley is a collection of multiple towns near Bedford (Milford, Amherst, Hollis, Brookline, Wilton, and 

sometimes Merrimack) that compete against each other during the rec softball season. Bedford competes in this league 

for 12U minors, 12U majors, and 16U juniors, and girls playing at those levels are eligible to tryout for the all-star teams 

formed by Souhegan Valley players that compete in the state tournament each summer. 

As an Umpire II, you will spend most of your time working 12U minors games – be especially aware of those rules. 

The key to understanding the local rules is to commit to memory the table on page 5 of the current rules, which contains 

a summary of the key rule differences between the age divisions (ignore the U10 column, as BGSL does not participate in 

that division). Below are notes: 

Ball size – make sure the correct size ball is in play at all times 

# Players – note that 12U minors allows 4 outfielders (even if only one team can field that many) 

Substitution – national rules apply 

Minimum time per player – coaches’ responsibility, not yours 

Pitching distance – home team responsible for this prior to game time 

Leading – note that in 12U majors and 16U juniors runners can steal on release 

Stealing – note that 12U minors cannot steal home and can only gain one base per pitch (even if there is an overthrow) 

Scoring – note that ‘continuation’ applies at all levels (see Section C) 

Batting – national rule 

Bunting – national rule; slap hitting not allowed in 12U minors (Section D) 



Pitching – be aware of the 12U minors inning limitation 

Hit by pitch – note that pitchers who hit 3 batters in a game must not pitch for 2 innings (they can play any other 

position). Work with the coaches and advise them if a pitcher has 2 hit batters – the point here is to protect batters, not 

to embarrass a pitcher who is struggling. 

Walks – national rule. Note that a runner at any level may continue to 2
nd

 base (or further) on a walk, so long as she does 

not stop at 1
st

 base. This is often done at older levels if there is a runner at 3
rd

 to eliminate the force. If the runner 

pauses, or changes direction, after reaching 1
st

 she is subject to the “circle rule” (more later) and may be called out. 

Run rules – understand the continuation concept and be prepared to explain it to a coach who does not 

Game end – no new inning starts after 1 hour 45 minutes for all ages 

Section J – be sure to understand that at all levels players should be wearing mouth guards or fielding masks when 

playing pitcher or 3
rd

 base. Do not exclude a girl from 3
rd

 base for not having one, but remind the coach; pitchers should 

not be on the rubber without one or both of these protections 

Section S – there is more to learn about obstruction/interference, but this is a good summary to memorize 

The Babe Ruth national rules 

From this point forward as a softball umpire it will be important to get familiar with the Babe Ruth national rules. These 

are published (with occasional changes) annually by Babe Ruth, and are supplied to all leagues. Your umpire-in-chief or 

league president is responsible to provide you a new book each year, and it is your responsibility to know its contents. A 

copy should be on you or otherwise available for every game. Below are notes on each section: 

Section 0: Largely administrative; not required knowledge unless you are involved in a tournament 

Section 1: Mostly technical, and issues here are very rare outside of tournaments. Pay attention to 1.18 – recommend 

this rule to adults (especially at 12U majors and above), but insist on it for all girls warming up pitchers, whether on the 

field or off. This rule has significant insurance consequences. 

Section 2: Know these definitions, as they are the key to the whole book. Commit to memory the definitions for infield 

fly, what constitutes a fair or foul ball, interference, obstruction, and what constitutes a strike.  

Section 3: This section has some good pre-game reminders for umpires, but then goes into some roster details that are 

generally only pertinent in a tournament setting – few rec games will create questions. However, it is good to get 

comfortable with 3.04 and 3.05 to understand proper substitution. It is also good to consider 3.12 and always be 

thinking about when the ball is dead, and when it is live. The ball goes dead when a batter is hit, the ball leaves the field 

of play, an infraction occurs, etc. – the ball cannot be live again until the ball is in the pitcher’s glove while in the circle, 

and all runners are at a base (5.11 says this too). DO NOT let coaches call time and start onto the field until a play is 

complete per this rule. 

Section 4: This section includes a lot of technical detail about how games work. This is good info to know, but will not 

come into question very often. Of note is 4.09, which talks about when runs count – it will surprise you how many 

coaches don’t know if a run counts on plays when the third out is made, so you need to know. 

Section 5: This section deals with when the ball is alive or dead – in more detail than in the last section. Know 5.09 with 

special attention to 5.09(f). Where this comes up is when a ball is hit near a moving runner – a runner hit with a batted 

ball is out, but not if: the ball first hits a fielder or the ball goes past a fielder (other than the pitcher) who could have 



made a play on it. Same rule for a ball that hits you as a base umpire – dead ball unless it has already hit a fielder or 

passed by a fielder (other than the pitcher) who could have made a play (which is why as a base ump you always want to 

stand behind the infielders!). 

Section 6: This and the next two sections are very important, so we will look at notes per subsection below: 

6.02: know when you can and cannot give time to a batter 

6.03: this is important because if a batter strikes the ball with a foot outside the box, she is out (watch for batters 

stepping out of the box, or even on the plate, when bunting or slapping – see 6.06(a)) 

6.05: You need to know all of these, but pay special attention to (b), (c), and (g). Parts (b) and (c) talk about what counts 

as a ‘catch’ by the catcher. The dropped 3
rd

 strike rule does not apply to 12U minors, so we will not dwell on it, but know 

that a foul tip (a ball that goes “sharp and direct” from the bat to the catcher’s glove; that is, is NOT a foul pop-up) is 

counted as a strike although the batter swung and missed. This has two important applications: 1) on a caught foul tip, 

runners CAN steal, but on a dropped foul tip they CANNOT (it is legally a foul ball if not caught), and 2) a caught foul tip 

on a 3
rd

 strike is a strikeout. For (g) remember that if a batter touches her own hit she is out, provided: 1) it hasn’t 

touched a fielder first, and 2) the batter has left the batter’s box (if she contacts her hit while still in the box it is a foul 

ball). 

6.07: Batting out of order happens sometimes, and the rule is completely misunderstood. Most coaches believe that if 

they discover a batter in the box hitting out of turn, that batter is out – WRONG. The rule that applies depends on 

when/if the incorrect order is noticed: 

• While the wrong batter is at bat: the hitting team simply replaces the wrong batter with the right one, but the 

correct batter assumes whatever pitch count the wrong batter had.  This is what usually happens – nobody is 

out! 

• After the wrong batter completes her at bat, but before the next batter gets a pitch: the correct batter is OUT, 

and any advance or score made as a result of the incorrect batter hitting or walking is undone (stolen bases 

during the incorrect batter’s at bat are legal though – kinda confusing). The incorrect batter then comes back to 

the plate, and has her at bat again, but this time she is in the correct order. 

• After the wrong batter completes her at bat, and the next batter has seen a pitch: nobody is out, and the batting 

order stays as-is. The correct batter has missed her turn, but will just hit when her turn in the order comes back 

around. 

6.08: Know these, though they are mostly self-evident. Be aware that the most common case of (c) is where the bat hits 

the catcher’s glove during a swing, and the ball is usually not hit because of this. In that case, the batter gets 1
st

 base, 

and all other runners advance if forced. 

6.09: Understand these situations, but know that 6.09(b) is what you will need to know for the dropped 3
rd

 strike when 

you reach Umpire III. 

Section 7: Another important section – this one deals with the runners. This is a very technical section , and deals with a 

lot of fairly unusual situations – like how many bases a runner gets if a fielder throws her hat at a batted or thrown ball. 

Read through, especially the examples, but only the most common scenarios are covered below: 

7.05(g): This rule applies when the ball leaves the fenced (or otherwise defined) area of the field. Commonly it is on a 

throw to first to get a batter out. Know that the batter and all other runners get two bases, measured from where they 

started the play. So a batter gets 2
nd

, a runner on 1
st

 gets 3
rd

, and all others score. 



7.06: Know what obstruction looks like – most commonly it is a fielder standing on a base when there is a runner 

approaching but the ball is not. Note the situation, and if the runner could have made another base (or would have been 

safe at the next base) without the obstruction, that is the call made. More importantly, it is a reminder point for coaches 

to move defenders out of the baserunner’s path when they are not involved in a play – this reduces collisions and 

injuries. 

Sometimes coaches will complain about fielders who set up ‘in the base path’ before a pitch is delivered. The fielders 

have every right to be there – what matters is whether there is any disadvantage to a runner because of a fielder once 

the ball is in play. 

7.08:Knowing when a runner is out 

One important rule to discuss isn’t a rule at all. Many people, including some umpires, think that a batter can be called 

out for inadvertently throwing the bat (after a swing). This is WRONG. Certainly we want batter encouraged and 

coached not to throw the bat, but they cannot be called out for it. 

(a) A runner more than 3 feet outside the base path is out, provided that she is there to avoid a tag. If she is outside of 

the base path to avoid a fielder, then there is no penalty. This rule deals with runners reaching 1
st

.  Many people think 

that if a runner overruns 1
st
 base and turns left (towards 2

nd
) they can automatically be tagged out – WRONG. The 

runner can turn either way, but if they show any intent to attempt 2
nd

 base (even a flinch or half-step), they can be 

tagged out if they do not return directly to 1
st

 base (more detail at 7.08(j)). 

(c) If a base pops loose during a play (usually because of a slide), the runner is safe as long as they are at the location 

where the base would normally be. When the play ends, call time and fix the base. 

(e) It is very easy for people to lose track of force plays, so you need to know – especially if a trailing runner is put out 

first (thus eliminating the force on the runners ahead of her).  

7.09: Know what interference looks like. Most commonly it will be a situation where a base runner is in the base path 

and makes contact with a fielder who is trying to make a play on the ball. Although the runner is entitled to the base 

path under normal circumstances, they MUST attempt to avoid a fielder who is actively playing the ball. If there is 

contact, or you feel the fielder was disadvantaged by the runner, the runner is out. 

7.10: Know that if a runner leaves her base before a fly ball (fair or foul) is caught, she must return before she can 

advance (or ‘tag up’ – can be done on fair or foul balls). If she leaves the base and the defense gets the ball to the base 

before she gets back, the runner is out. This IS a force play – no tag required. 

7.13: The infamous ‘Circle Rule’. There is no rule more controversial and less understood in softball, so an umpire that 

can explain it to coaches and players is very valuable. First, understand the reason it exists – rule makers wanted the 

game to move ahead without interruption, specifically by a runner dancing off a base trying to bait a pitcher into trying 

to get her out (watch a major league baseball game where a pitcher throws to 1
st

 to hold a runner 4-5 times and listen to 

the crowd boo – that’s what the rule is supposed to avoid). 

Applying the rule is fairly easy once you know it, and the important thing to remember is that it is a VERY rare call. A girl 

called out by the circle rule has usually never heard of it before, and after it happens once she never does it again. 

For the rule to apply, the pitcher (not anyone else) must have the ball in the pitching circle, and must not be trying to 

make a play on a runner (usually determined by the ball being in her hand above the shoulder as though she could 

throw at any moment). Given that condition, a runner cannot a) stop between bases, or b) change directions on the 

base path. A runner who does this causes a dead ball, and is out. 



7.14: There is no rule that says runners must slide, but they also cannot intentionally run into a fielder at any base. If you 

feel contact was made in an effort to disrupt the play, call the runner out. 

Section 8: This section goes into the specific rules about pitchers and the pitching form. Generally speaking, the illegal 

pitch rules are not strictly applied to 12U minors, unless a pitcher is clearly gaining an advantage by disregarding them. 

More commonly, the umpire will inform the coach of an illegal pitch(s) between innings, and advise as to how the 

pitcher needs to change. To be able to provide this value, it is worthwhile to read this section and begin to understand 

the legal pitching form. 

The most common mistakes you are likely to see pitchers make are: 

Failure to have both feet in contact with the pitching rubber: usually either one foot never makes contact, or at the start 

of the motion the pitcher will take a small step backwards. 

Multiple addresses: the pitcher will bring her hands together (ball in the free hand contacts or goes into the glove), 

breaks the hands apart, and then brings them together again. Once the hands separate they have to stay that way. 

Hand outside the elbow: The hand has to line up with the elbow (if it’s outside the elbow the pitch will appear sidearm). 

Two situations that arise somewhat often are worth knowing: 1) the ball hits the pitcher’s hip and rolls away – that is a 

pitch (it’s a ball obviously), and it’s live (runners can advance); 2) a runner leaves base too soon, in which the call is “no 

pitch” and the runner is called out. A word of caution – the “no pitch” call is made by standing and raising yours arms to 

make the call…with the pitch coming into the batter, coming up from your stance is a great way to get hit with a foul tip. 

Section 9: This section gives authority over the game to umpires. Good section to just read through – part 9.04 has good 

information about how two umpires working together typically divide responsibilities. 

The remainder of the book deals primarily with tournament and optional local rules. They will not be tested at this time. 


